ABSTRACT Applications face additional latency when they launch or access a disk to load data into the memory. In this paper, a user-level disk prefetching framework, called iFetcher, is introduced to hide this delay in Linux-based operating systems. This employs an inode-notification (inotify) application programming interface (API), which provides an efficient method of tracing operations in a Linux file system, and reports these events to applications in real time. During an initial training run, iFetcher traces the pattern with which data are read by an application. Subsequently, it searches the areas directly ahead of passages where it is requested that a lot of data are read, and locates events that can be used to trigger preloading. When the application is run again and a trigger event is reported (by the inotify API), the corresponding data are read into the page cache prior to actual demand. iFetcher has a low overhead, because disk reads are only need to be monitored during training. Furthermore, it does not require any modifications to the Linux kernel, because it runs at the user level. Five benchmark applications were run on a PC using a solid-state drive, and results demonstrated that iFetcher reduced the launch times by up to 41% and postlaunch data loading times by up to 9%.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Linux kernel employs demand paging to manage virtual memory; thus, it only copies a disk page into the physical memory after an unsuccessful access attempt is made (i.e., a page fault occurs). If a process begins execution with none of its pages in the physical memory, many page faults will occur until majority of the working set pages of the process have been copied into the physical memory. This is an example of a lazy loading technique. Demand paging has many advantages; because it does not load pages that are never accessed, it saves memory and increases the degree of multiprogramming (there is less latency at program startup and less load on the disk). However, time taken for accessing a page for the first time by individual programs gets longer.
In addition to the demand paging load, requests by an application itself for disk access can result in significant delays [1] - [6] . Because both mechanical and solid-state disks operate more slowly than CPUs or memory, application launches and run-time data loading are limited by disk performances. In particular, a long delay is inevitable during data loading or an application launch when disk blocks are first accessed after a reboot (cold start) or accessed again after they have been evicted from the buffer cache memory.
The prefetching of disk blocks to store them in the page cache in memory, before corresponding requests are made, can mask such delays [7] - [16] . The effectiveness of this method is largely determined by the accuracy with which data to be prefetched is selected, the timeliness with which it arrives in the cache, and the overhead incurred by these operations. Most existing prefetching schemes are implemented at the kernel level and are designed primarily to reduce application launch times, which is important for interactive applications and critically affects user satisfaction.
Some prefetchers have attempted to reduce run-time data loading times; however, most of these incur significant CPU and memory overheads for analysis of correlations between data blocks. This is because they must monitor all disk reads in their search for a certain blocks, which can be used to trigger prefetching of other blocks as determined by the analysis. In addition, obtaining the necessary information to infer block correlations from a running application inevitably requires significant changes to the OS kernel. This is undesirable because the prefetcher must be modified whenever the kernel is updated. We present a user-level disk prefetcher, called iFetcher, which determines when and what to prefetch without periodic monitoring. This leverages the inotify (inode notify) [17] subsystem of Linux, which provides a mechanism for monitoring file-system events. iFetcher has three main components: a profiler, an analyzer, and a prefetcher. During a training run of the application, the profiler monitors events related to disk reads; it stores the file name and the position and length of each read, along with the time stamp, into a log file. It also records the time spent performing I/Os by referencing the /proc/diskstats file at one-second intervals. When the training run is complete, the analyzer identifies periods during which the application required bursts of disk reads. Then, it examines the idle period preceding each burst, during which few disk reads occur, and selects one of these reads as the trigger event. During subsequent runs of the application, this event will cause the pages required for the subsequent read bursts to be preloaded.
The major contributions of this study can be summarized as follows: 1) Reduced launch and run-time data loading times, without requiring a large correlation table for consecutive disk reads; this makes iFetcher suitable for applications such as games that need to load significant amounts of data after being launched.
2) The use of inotify to trigger prefetching, which eliminates the overhead of continuous monitoring. 3) A user-level implementation that does not affect the execution of other applications, requires no kernel modification for prefetching, and is unlikely to be affected by kernel updates. It should also be noted that no modification or recompilation of source code is required despite being a user-level implementation of prefetching. We evaluated iFetcher using a desktop computer with an Intel Pentium G4560 3.5 GHz CPU, 16 GB of DDR4 RAM, and an Intel 535 series 240 GB solid-state drive (SSD) running Ubuntu 16.04 64-bit Linux with an EXT4 [18] file system. Experiments using five benchmark applications (Eclipse, Firefox, Android Studio, Pillars of Eternity (PoE), and Sid Meier's Civilization V (Civ 5)) indicate that iFetcher can reduce application launch times by 4% on average (between 0.3% (PoE) and 40.7% (Android Studio)) and run-time loading times by 6% on average (between 1.5% (PoE) and 9% (Civ 5)).
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section II, we review previous work related to prefetching, and discuss its relationship to our scheme. We outline the high-level design of iFetcher in Section III, and describe its implementation in Linux in Section IV and V. In Section VI, we introduce our evaluation environment, and assess the effectiveness of iFetcher for reducing application launch and data loading times. In Section VII, we discuss the limitations of iFetcher, suggest future work to address these limitations, and present conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
In modern computing environments, caching (e.g., data caching, web caching, and wireless caching) has attracted a lot of attention recently because it can boost computing performance and improve user experience. While web caching and wireless caching [19] - [21] are associated with multiple computing nodes across networks with security and secrecy considerations [22] , [23] , data caching is related to operations among components of the local computer. The basic idea of disk caching, which we focus on here, is that working with data that is stored in memory is much faster than working with data stored on disk. A disk cache maintains a copy of information that is likely to be used in the near future. When the CPU needs that same information, that data can be accessed directly from the cache bypassing the slower disk. The prefetching scheme, as one of the relevant disk caching mechanisms, will be discussed in due course.
A. CLASSIFICATION BY DESIGN GOALS
Software developers can ameliorate application launch and run-time data loading delays through timely prefetching of disk blocks that are likely to be needed by an application [7] - [16] . For example, operating systems such as Windows and Linux employ internal prefetching [7] , [8] , and there have been many attempts to improve the performance of prefetching. Most prefetchers record the patterns of disk reads during a program launch. Then, when the application is subsequently executed, they fetch the corresponding blocks in advance. This approach has been shown to be effective for reducing application launch times 1 ; however, its advantages for loading run-time data have largely been unexamined.
More recently, prefetching techniques have been specifically designed to accelerate data loading [25] - [27] , [29] , [30] as well as application launches. Prefetching data after an application has been launched is more complicated because there are no obvious indications that data is about to be loaded; therefore, disk reads must be continuously monitored to determine when to prefetch data. This incurs large CPU and memory overheads, and the accuracy with which data is prefetched is often low.
B. CLASSIFICATION BY DESIGN SPACE
The effectiveness of prefetching is largely determined by the accuracy with which data blocks are selected, the timeliness with which they are fetched, and the overhead incurred in these operations. Existing kernel-level prefetching schemes focus on reducing either application launch times or data loading times. For the latter case, the limitations are twofold. First, they must monitor all read activities to search for blocks that trigger prefetching of specific blocks, which is determined by the correlation analysis, thereby resulting in significant CPU and memory overheads. Second, obtaining the necessary information to infer block correlations from a running application inevitably requires significant changes to the OS kernel, which is intrinsically undesirable and also requires prefetcher update.
Some user-level prefetchers have recently been proposed to alleviate this issue [1] , [28] , [29] . For example, applicationdirected prefetching [29] requires callback functions to load disk blocks that are likely to be accessed in the near future, thus they should be included in the application code. This is effective when block access patterns can be easily inferred from the application source code. However, when an application loads data at run time, block access patterns are often complicated to be determined; this makes it extremely difficult to write a callback function. Therefore, this method relies on the expertise of a programmer.
FAST (fast application starter) [1] is an SSD-aware application prefetching scheme, in which CPU computations overlap SSD access time during an application launch to mask disk access latency. This has been shown to be effective in reducing application launch times, with fairly low implementation overhead. However, FAST suffers from the limitation that its application to run-time data loading is not affordable.
Our proposed method, iFetcher, effectively reduces the time required by an application for both application launch 1 Time elapsed between a user executing the program and the application becoming responsive. and data loading. It determines times at which read bursts occur and uses this information to plan prefetching. For this, prior to an application run, it establishes a file operation to trigger prefetching of data into the page cache in each idle period. iFetcher does not continuously monitor an application; therefore, CPU overhead is low. In addition, no source-level modification or recompilation of an application is required for prefetching despite it being a user-level prefetcher. Furthermore, it does not affect other applications and is not dependent on kernel updates.
C. CLASSIFICATION BY STORAGE TYPES 1) ENHANCEMENT OF HARD DISK DRIVE READ PERFORMANCE
Prefetching schemes are designed to predict upcoming disk I/Os as accurately as possible [25] , [26] , [30] . However, accuracy enhancements usually come with the cost of processing time and memory. For instance, C-Miner [30] analyzes frequently occurring block access sequences by employing a data mining technique based on CloSpan [30] . This technique is conservative in estimating disk block correlations, and only disk blocks that are highly likely to be accessed are prefetched. This restricts the extent to which C-Miner can improve performance despite its low processing and memory overheads. For example, library data blocks are often required by many applications, and the need for these blocks should be correlated with different block access sequences in each application. Unfortunately, such blocks are not identified by C-Miner as blocks to be prefetched.
DiskSeen [25] , [26] is another disk-level prefetching scheme, which analyzes relationships among adjacent logical block numbers (LBNs). It monitors accesses to disk blocks, and observes the access pattern directly at the disk level. By analyzing the access histories of disk blocks, DiskSeen is able to quickly identify the relationship between data blocks being accessed, and accurately predicts the disk blocks that may be accessed in the future. The implementation of DiskSeen on the Linux 2.6 kernel showed that it can reduce execution times by 20%-53% for some microbenchmark applications. However, the table of block correlations that it employs requires 4 GB of main memory for a 1 TB hard disk drive (HDD) (assuming that each disk block can have up to four correlations); this memory consumption increases linearly with disk size.
An approach slightly different from prefetching can be adopted to enhance an I/O performance by considering the mechanical characteristics of an HDD. HDD head movement is required to access specific sectors. If the sectors that need to be read are discrete, then the read performance will be poor owing to frequent head movements. To resolve this problem, BORG [24] creates an additional sequential read partition on the disk and copies data from discrete sectors to a continuous sector in the new partition. This enables the HDD to read sequential sectors, resulting in an improved read performance. VOLUME 6, 2018 2) ENHANCEMENT OF SOLID-STATE DISK READ PERFORMANCE Unlike HDDs, SSDs have certain electrical characteristics [31] , [32] : SSDs can read/write data through electrical signals and read multiple data items simultaneously in specific situations. For these reasons, a prefetching technique can merge read requests to exploit the internal parallelism of flash-based SSDs and read data from different flash memory chips concurrently [1] , [4] , [5] .
Flashy [33] is a data prefetcher for emerging highperformance storage devices, including flash-based SSDs: it detects application access patterns, retrieves data to match both disk characteristics and application requirements, and dynamically controls its aggressiveness through feedback. The salient features of flashy prefetching include not only taking advantage of the high bandwidth and low latency of SSDs but also providing inherent support for parallel data access and feedback-controlled aggressiveness. Its feasibility has been demonstrated through a prototype implementation on a real system in Linux called prefetchd.
D. CLASSIFICATION BY PREFETCHING METHODS
Various methods have been studied for implementing disk prefetchers that work at certain times. These methods are divided into two main categories. One is a static approach in which the prefetching time is fixed and prefetching is done when an application runs. The other is a dynamic approach in which application actions are monitored and prefetching is triggered by a predefined function call or certain data access patterns in an application.
1) STATIC PREFETCHING METHODS
Techniques that involve inserting a prefetching code into an application code [11] , [34] , modifying an executable binary code [35] , or creating a library for prefetching [29] have been employed to implement static prefetchers. Although static methods have low monitoring overhead, they have limitations in that the application source code needs to be accessed and then modified and recompiled before applying prefetching.
2) DYNAMIC PREFETCHING METHODS
Dynamic prefetchers monitor application behavior at run time and perform periodic monitoring or receive signals to trigger prefetching. This type of prefetcher collects application function calls related to disk reads, analyzes data access patterns to locate triggers of burst reads, and prefetches data based on the result of the analysis when a trigger is invoked [9] , [36] . However, such methods are limited by the fact that the CPU and memory overheads for finding patterns in application function calls during run time may negatively impact application response times.
In this study, we adopt a dynamic prefetching method that has more general applications. We employ an event-driven approach for a run-time prefetcher to reduce CPU and memory overheads required to monitor disk reads and analyze the correlations. This approach eliminates the necessity of continuous monitoring.
III. HIGH-LEVEL DESIGN OF IFETCHER
iFetcher monitors file operations, as opposed to individual block reads. Here, monitoring and prefetching are performed at the user level, which implies that no modifications to the OS kernel are required. To implement event-driven dynamic prefetching, iFetcher exploits the inode notification subsystem of Linux, which identifies file-system operations such as read and write. A few read-related file operations (i.e., read(), fread(), and mmap()) in application and library codes are selected as triggers, and each of these triggers prompts prefetching of associated data determined in the training phase. This results in considerably higher efficiency due to lower monitoring overhead compared to continuous monitoring of trigger blocks required by other kernel-level prefetchers. . 1 depicts the overall structure of iFetcher, and the manner in which its primary components interact with each other. Essentially, the process followed in iFetcher is divided into three primary steps: data collection, data analysis, and prefetching, which are respectively implemented in the form of a profiler, an analyzer, and a prefetcher, as shown in Fig. 1 . In the data collection phase, the profiler runs the application as a child process, tracks the file operations associated with read-related functions such as read(), fread(), and mmap() that are invoked by the child process, and generates a log of file operations related to those functions. The profiler only collects information on regular file read requests, and does not collect directory, link, or device file information.
After the training run of the application is complete, the profiler passes control to the analyzer, which analyzes patterns of disk reads when the CPU is idle to classify periods of burst reads and sparse reads based on the log information generated by the profiler. Finally, the analyzer selects appropriate file-read operations in each light disk-read period as triggers to preload data associated with the read-related functions that are called in the period between two triggers. The analyzer stores a list of prefetch target functions in the log file prefetch_log along with the associated file operations that trigger prefetching in the log file trigger_log, which will subsequently be used by the prefetcher during run time.
In the prefetching phase (i.e., when the application is run again by the prefetcher), the prefetcher uses the inotify_add_watch() function to add a watch to the linked list of inotify instances to monitor the file events in the trigger_log file. It also manages prefetching operations to be performed at each watch point using the linked list. When an application generates a trigger event (i.e., when a specific file read occurs), the prefetcher is notified and it immediately performs the read operations associated with that trigger event (creates a thread to prefetch corresponding data) based on the information in the prefetch_log file. The details of the iFetcher mechanism following this design process will be explained in the next section.
The inotify mechanism has advantages over dnotify, which is another Linux mechanism for monitoring file events. First, the inotify mechanism does not use signals unlike the dnotify mechanism that provides notification of events by sending signals to the application. Second, while the monitoring unit of dnotify is a directory, dnotify can be used to monitor individual file, along with directories. Third, the information provided by dnotify about file events is less precise than that provided by inotify. When a file is changed inside a monitored directory, dnotify tells us that an event has occurred, but does not tell us which file was involved in the event. On the other hand, inotify provides more detailed information than dnotify does about the type of event that has occurred.
IV. IFETCHER IMPLEMENTATION: PREPROCESSING A. DATA COLLECTION
The profiler runs the application program, tracks all the readrelated operations requested by the application, and generates a log of collected data. To collect application data access patterns, it investigates arguments and returns values for functions that lead to disk reads. We follow two different approaches for gathering this information: one uses library preloading and the other monitors file mapping operations.
Data read from a disk is performed using read-related functions such as read() and fread() in the glibc (GNU implementation of the standard C library). The ptrace() system call allows the profiler to observe and control the execution of an application and to examine system calls associated with it. Hence, the use of a ptrace() function is one approach for tracing this type of data reads. However, this method leads to an overhead by repeatedly stopping and restarting the target process due to calls to the ptrace() function. To resolve this issue, we instead implemented a dynamic library called the ''library wrapper'' (libwrapper), which contains wrapper functions for the read() and fread() functions.
Later, when an application calls the read() or fread() functions, libwrapper intercepts these calls and traces the corresponding reads. This requires the function being called to have an entry in the procedure linkage table (.plt section) of the C library libc. After recording the read request information, libwrapper calls the original function from libc so that the application can continue normal execution.
However, reads performed by mmap() cannot be intercepted in this manner because mmap() is not listed in the linkage table. Therefore, reads associated with files mapped to virtual memory are collected by monitoring the proc file system. The profiler periodically reads the /proc/[pid]/maps file to update the mapping information. In addition to the information on the mmap() function, the profiler gathers disk state information by reading the /proc/diskstats file to identify changes caused by the application. Fig. 2 illustrates the hooking process of a system call using library preloading. Preloading is a feature of the Linux dynamic linker (ld) on most systems. This allows a user to specify a shared library, which is linked to an executable, to be loaded before all other shared libraries, using the environment variable LD_PRELOAD. We set this variable as follows:
1) LIBRARY PRELOADING
LD_PRELOAD=read_wrapper.so FIGURE 2. Library preloading using LD_PRELOAD.
The shared object read_wrapper.so contains customized codes for read() and fread() functions, which trace the disk reads requested by the original read() and fread() functions.
If an application calls the read() or fread() functions, the linker first checks all the preloaded libraries; then, it locates the libraries that have been linked to the application. We customized these wrapper functions to hook the original ones for collecting information on disk reads. This includes the path of the file to be read, the offset from the start of this file, and the amount of data to be read: these are obtained from the arguments of the associated function call.
To analyze the behavior of an application in terms of disk reads, the analyzer requires not only the arguments of the function but also the time at which the function was invoked. Therefore, the profiler records time stamps at which those functions calls were made using clock_gettime().
These wrapper functions then call dlsym(), which accepts the ''handle'' to a dynamic library returned by dlopen() and a null-terminated symbol name; it then returns the address of that symbol in memory. If dlsym() is given the special pseudo-handle RTLD_NEXT, it locates the next occurrence after the current library of a function in the search order that corresponds to the original read() or fread() function in libc.so.
Finally, the wrapper function calls the original function in libc.so by following the address returned by dlsym(), and stores its return value in the read_log file with the time stamp and function arguments that have already been collected for read() and fread(). This behavior of the iFetcher profiler is summarized in Fig. 2 for a read() call.
2) MONITORING FILE MAPPING OPERATIONS
Shared libraries or large files employed by an application are copied from storage to the main memory using mmap() system calls. However, the mmap() call, which creates a mapping of a file to memory, is called directly rather than being called over glibc. Thus, its information cannot be collected using the library preloading technique. Instead, the profiler gathers file mapping information through the proc file system.
In particular, the /proc/[pid]/maps file specifies currently mapped memory regions and their access permissions. The profiler periodically monitors this file to determine the paths of newly mapped files by maintaining and comparing previous and updated lists of mapped files. After retrieving the sizes of the mapped files using the fstat() system call, the profiler logs their mapping information into the mmap_log file after the application (child process) is terminated.
Furthermore, the profiler collects disk state information to decide when to prefetch data. Disk state information allows the estimation of the relationship between read-related functions, file mapping functions, and read requests. The /proc/diskstats file displays I/O statistics for each block device, such as I/Os currently in progress, time spent performing I/Os, and sizes of successfully completed reads in sectors. It should be noted that the /proc/diskstats file has a cumulative value. Thus, the profiler periodically reads this file and calculates the difference between all two consecutive snapshots to extract the time spent performing I/Os, as well as disk usage such as sizes of read requests and the number of read requests in each period. Then, all this information is recorded in the stat_log file. The information is subsequently used by the analyzer to determine the trigger time for prefetching.
B. DATA ANALYSIS
After the application terminates, the profiler transfers control to the analyzer, which detects bursts of disk reads and selects a few file operations as triggers to perform prefetching based on the information collected in the data collection phase. The manner in which the analyzer detects continuous disk reads and determines triggers is described in Algorithm 1, which will be explained in the following.
1) ANALYSIS OF TIME SPENT PERFORMING I/OS
The analyzer reads the log files (read_log, mmap_log, and stat_log) generated by the profiler during the data collection phase to determine when and what to prefetch and to schedule the data to be prefetched. First, it reads the entries in the stat_log file in the order of the time stamps (get_one_entry() as explained in Algorithm 1). In the stat_log file, each entry includes three items of information recorded every second: the time spent performing I/Os, the number of sectors read, and the time stamp. The analyzer uses the time spent performing I/Os during the last single second in time window t (TS IO,t ) to determine the times in which I/Os rarely occur (which we call 'idle' periods). During such times, some file operations may be selected as triggers to invoke prefetching.
A simple approach for determining idle periods is using a threshold. The last one-second period in time window t can be classified as idle if the value of TS IO,t is below an established threshold. When adopting this threshold method to classify idle and burst periods, we assume that an idle period occurs between every pair of burst I/Os (when the value of TS IO is above the threshold); a certain file operation in each idle period is selected as a trigger for prefetching. Here, prefetching invoked by a trigger is likely to result in I/O contention between the application itself (reads in the burst period following the idle period) and a prefetching thread (reads by the prefetcher), leading to performance degradation. To circumvent this problem, we introduce the concept of I/O density, calculated over a couple of seconds, by employing a kernel density estimation, shown in Eq. (1), instead of the simple threshold method to determine the time period in which a trigger can be selected. In this case, the trigger should satisfy the following conditions: 1) it should occur in a period when I/O requests are sparse (i.e., I/O density is low), and 2) I/O requests (and also I/O density) should increase explosively right after this period.
The analyzer stores the values of TS IO,t from the stat_log file in an array memory (ts_io in Algorithm 1). Because the value of TS IO,t is logged every second, the index of the array represents an offset, in seconds, from the time stamp at which logging into the stat_log file begins. Then, a user-defined value of window size (odd number) is used to determine the number of seconds before and after time t that should be considered for estimating the I/O density at t. For example, if the window size is w, then the density at time t can be estimated using the values of TS IO,t and their weights at times t − w 2 ,. . . , t − 1, t, t + 1,. . . , and t + w 2 (we call these times measurement points, which are affected by the size of window w). The weight W i of the TS IO,t value at each of these measurement points is calculated using the following Epanechnikov kernel function:
where the value of u i is zero when window size w is set to 1. When window size w is 3, there are three measurement points at time t: t −1, t, and t +1, and the value of u i at each of these three points is given as − 1 2 , 0, and 1 2 , respectively. When the window size is greater or equal to 5, the value of u i at each of w measurement points is given as follows:
The I/O density at time t for window size w can now be obtained using the following formula (get_IO_density() VOLUME 6, 2018 in Algorithm 1):
The variation in the I/O density for each second is stored in an array (delta_ts_density in Algorithm 1), which enables the analyzer to track changes over time (see Fig. 3 ). The analyzer determines local minimum points at which the variation moves from a negative to a positive value (the I/O density starts increasing). Then, the variations are accumulated until the next local maximum point, at which the variation switches from a positive to a negative value (the I/O density starts decreasing). A file operation in the decreasing phase of I/O density can be a potential trigger to invoke prefetching of data that might be used in the following increasing phase of I/O density. We select a decreasing interval, at which the cumulative value of variations from the upcoming local minimum point to the next local maximum point is the largest, as a trigger window, and select one of file operations performed within this period as a trigger. The details on how we choose a file operation to act as the trigger are given in the next section.
2) SELECTING A FILE OPERATION AS A TRIGGER
iFetcher basically determines trigger points using the I/O density estimation method mentioned in the previous section; however, it only considers certain file operations as trigger candidates rather than solely using timing information because that information varies each time a user runs an application. Algorithm 2 describes how a file operation is selected as the trigger for prefetching based on the information in the read_log and mmap_log files.
The function find_trigger_file() in Algorithm 2 describes how the analyzer searches associated files accessed during the trigger period by referencing the information stored in the read_log and mmap_log files. The function find_trigger_file() calls get_one_entry() to fetch all the entries in the read_log and mmap_log files and store into the array access_file_info. Besides, the times at which the data is first read from each file are stored in the first_access_time array by also referencing the read_log file. iFetcher determines when to prefetch data by using the collected file access information; however, the subsequent access times of files cannot be easily determined. Therefore, the initial access time for each file comprises important information for determining files to be used as triggers. Once information on all files has been stored in the relevant arrays, these arrays are sorted in the order of time stamps. Then, the first_access_time array is searched for files with first access times that fall within the trigger period. The first read operation of the first searched file is determined as the trigger for prefetching.
Finally, in the access_file_info array sorted by time stamp, the analyzer maps all information on all requests for disk reads logged after the trigger event, and stores while is_empty(mmap-log) do 3: entry ← get_one_entry(mmap-log) 4: append_entry_into_access_file_info() 5: end while 6: while is_empty(read-log) do 7: entry ← get_one_entry(read-log) 8: append_entry_into_access_file_info() 9: if entry.path not in first_access_time.path then 10: append_entry_into_first_access_time() 11: continue 12: end if 13: for all first_access_time do 14: if entry.path == first_access_time.path then 15: if entry.timestamp < first_access_time.timestamp then 16: first_access_time.timestamp ← entry.timestamp 17: end if 18: end if 19: end for 20: end while 21: sort_by_timestamp(access_file_info) 22: sort_by_timestamp(first_access_time) 23: for all trigger_time do 24: for all first_access_time do 25: first_time ← first_access_time.timestamp 26: if trigger_time.min_time ≤ first_time and first_time ≤ trigger_time.max_time then 27: append_into_trigger_file(first_access_time.path) 28: break 29: end if 30: end for 31: end for 32: return trigger_file 33: end function the corresponding information in the trigger_log and prefetch_log files. Specifically, the trigger_log file contains the paths of files that are used as triggers, and the prefetch_log contains information about data that needs to be prefetched on each trigger, such as paths of the files, offsets from the start of the files, and lengths of data to be read.
3) MERGING READ REQUESTS
Internal parallelism is essentially a result of optimizations to address several architectural challenges in the design of SSDs [37] . SSDs have several inherent architectural limitations. Most importantly, owing to current technical constraints, a single flash memory package can only provide a limited bandwidth, which itself is unsatisfactory for high-performance storage. In order to address this limitation, a structure that enables rich internal parallelism was introduced. This comprises an array of flash memory packages integrated within an SSD and connected through multiple (e.g., 2-10) channels to flash memory controllers. A sequence of logical block addresses is provided by the SSD as a logical interface to the host. Since logical blocks can be striped over multiple flash memory packages, data can be accessed independently, in parallel.
This highly parallelized design of the SSD yields two benefits. First, transferring data from/to multiple flash memory packages in parallel can provide a high aggregated bandwidth. Second, high-latency operations, such as erase, can be effectively hidden behind other concurrent operations because when a flash chip performs a high-latency operation, other chips can still service incoming requests simultaneously. Therefore, the internal parallelism is not only an inherent functionality but also a basic requirement for SSDs to deliver high performance.
Because an SSD contains many flash chips, merging a large number of fragmented read requests into a smaller number of large requests, so that these chips can be better accessed in parallel, is an effective method of maximizing chip-level internal parallelism. In addition, eliminating duplicate read requests can reduce the total number of read requests. Our analyzer performs these operations to achieve read efficiency before generating the prefetch_log file: Fig. 4 illustrates the way in which our analyzer merges fragmented requests and eliminates duplicate requests. Finally, the analyzer stores the processed requests in the prefetch_log file, where each entry contains a file path to be prefetched at a trigger, with the offset and lengths of reads after merging and deduplicating. 
V. IFETCHER IMPLEMENTATION: POSTPROCESSING A. PREFETCHER USING INOTIFY
We employed the inotify subsystem of Linux to implement a disk prefetcher with low monitoring overhead. Using inotify, re-indexing of altered files is possible without scanning the file system for changes every few minutes, which would be highly inefficient. Thus, the prefetcher employs inotify for high efficiency. The prefetching process will be described in the following three sections: we first introduce inotify mechanism, which allows a prefetcher to obtain notifications when read event occurs for a set of monitored files.
• The prefetcher is implemented using inotify to minimize interference with an application process. inotify is a Linux kernel subsystem, which detects modifications of the file system based on inodes. inotify provides an interface that can report access or revision of a file to a process. This inotify interface uses a file descriptor to communicate with a user-space application, rather than signals.
• An inotify instance is a special file descriptor for communicating with an application. An application with the inotify instance can obtain information on events occurring for a file using the read() system call.
• A watch is a 64-byte structure that contains monitoring information. Each watch is assigned a file path and an event mask to monitor. A single inotify instance can contain up to 65,536 watches; in the proposed method, the number of watches is equal to the number of triggers that can invoke prefetching. A watch can be added to an inotify instance using the inotify_add_watch() system call. Each watch specifies a pathname and a set of events that the kernel should monitor for the file in the pathname.
• An inotify event is passed through the read() system call. A read() call that reads an inotify instance is blocked until an event that returns an inotify event structure occurs. Such a structure contains an event mask and a watch descriptor (WD). WD is the return value of the inotify_add_watch() system call, and it indicates which files are involved in the event.
The event mask indicates which events occur in a file. The prefetcher determines the behavior of a file using the WD and mask fields.
Overall behavior of a prefetcher to perform preloading using inotify can be summarized as follows: 1) Use inotify_init() to open a file descriptor to be monitored; 2) Use inotify_add_watch() to add one or more watches, and wait for inotify events; 3) Process those events (i.e., create a thread for prefetching), then return to wait for more; 4) When no more watches are active or upon some signal, close the file descriptor, clean up, and exit.
B. PREPARATION FOR PREFETCHING
Before executing an application, the prefetcher reads the trigger_log file, which contains trigger files for prefetching, and the prefetch_log file, which contains information on which files should be prefetched. The file paths specified as triggers are added to the inotify instance. Then the prefetcher creates linked lists of files that will be prefetched, and determines the relationship between each trigger file path and each linked list to be prefetched, where each trigger should have a corresponding linked list.
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The prefetcher can locate a linked list for prefetching using this relationship when the application accesses a trigger file.
C. BLOCKING THE PREFETCHER AND TRIGGER
When all the file paths have been added, the prefetcher creates a new process using the fork() system call, and executes the application using the exec() system call. Then, the prefetcher is blocked while the application is running. If the application accesses a trigger file, the prefetcher wakes up and identifies which file has been accessed and which files should be prefetched based on the inotify event and WD. When the prefetcher adds a watch to the inotify instance, the inotify_add_watch() system call returns a unique integer value, i.e., WD, to distinguish watched files. The prefetcher can identify the trigger file by the WD and it searches for a linked list that contains file paths to be prefetched for that WD. If the prefetcher finds a linked list, it creates a thread that performs prefetching. After creating the thread, the prefetcher is blocked again, and waits for the next file access to occur. 
D. PREFETCHING AND POSIX FADVISE
The thread created for prefetching receives the pointer of a linked list from the prefetcher, and prefetches files in the linked list while the prefetcher is blocked. Fig. 5 illustrates the structure of the prefetcher. Here, prefetching uses the posix_fadvise() function, which provides the file access pattern of the specified file to the kernel so that it performs appropriate optimizations. The parameters passed to the function contain advice and a file descriptor. The advice indicates whether the file will be needed: the prefetching thread specifically employs POSIX_FADV_WILLNEED, which tells the specified data to be prefetched will be accessed in the near future. Basically, the kernel receiving an advice copies or drops the file from/into the page cache. In this case, the kernel copies data to the page cache for prefetching. After prefetching, the data used in the application is stored in the page cache, resulting in improved response times for the application. Like any thread-based prefetching methods, the timely prefetching of iFetcher is affected by CPU scheduling latencies between the event notification from inotify subsystem and actual startup of the prefetching thread. In our experiments on a desktop computer with an Intel Core i7-4790 CPU and 8 GB of RAM, running Ubuntu 18.10 64-bit Linux with an EXT4 file system, it has been shown that the delay between trigger event and the startup of the prefetching thread is sufficiently small (88.9 µs on average, as presented in Table 2 ), which means that the prefetching thread gets a time slice and detects the event rapidly. This result stems from two factors. First, in practice, many CPU cores are in idle state during an application launch or loading in personal computing environment, which leads to a very small scheduling latency, as discussed in [1] . Second, the default Linux scheduler, known as CFS (completely fair scheduler), 2 selects the next task with the lowest virtual runtime which reflects the weighted time a process has run on the CPU. Thus, I/O bound processes such as the prefetching thread tend to use CPU early even in process-abundant situations.
Note that when prefetcher decides to perform a number of I/O operations (prefetching), it could be suspended after the first one is performed, and all other prefetching operations cannot be issued until the prefetcher gets scheduled at the next time slice. To reduce timing uncertainty caused by frequent task switching, the prefetching thread issues read requests asynchronously and most of these requests are handled concurrently, as long as there are any remaining slots available in the I/O scheduler queue.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For evaluation, we used a desktop PC with an Intel Pentium G4560 3.5 GHz CPU, 16 GB DDR4 RAM, an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050 graphics card, and an Intel 535 Series 240 GB SSD. We installed Ubuntu Gnome 16.04 with Linux kernel 4.10.0 on the PC. For comparison of launch and loading times, we chose five frequently used userinteractive benchmark applications, for which the application launch and run-time data loading performances are important, namely, Pillars of Eternity (PoE), Sid Meier's Civilization V (Civ 5), Firefox, Eclipse, and Android Studio. Such applications typically employ graphical user interfaces, and require user interaction immediately after their launches. Games such as PoE and Civ 5 demand run-time data loading with the aim of loading maps or new scenarios.
B. COLD START AND WARM START
Any prefetching schemes focus on reducing the launch time in a cold start scenario including the first launch of an application upon system bootup, which shows the worstcase performance. Fig. 6a shows an example of a cold start scenario, where r i is the i-th read request generated during the launch. After r i is completed, the CPU proceeds with the launch process until another page miss occurs (c i in Fig. 6 ). In contrast, a warm start occurs when all the data necessary for launch are found in the page cache, and thus no read request to secondary storages is issued, as illustrated in Fig. 6b . Such a scenario occurs when an application is launched again before its data in the page cache are replaced by the Linux memory manager. Warm start represents the best performance we can achieve with a prefetcher.
In our iFetcher approach, the disk access time overlaps the computation (CPU) time by running the application prefetcher concurrently with the application itself (Fig. 6(c) ). To assess its effectiveness, we compared the time elapsed from the execution of an application until it became responsive (launch time) and the time taken to load large volume of extra data during application run time (loading time) for a cold start without iFetcher, a cold start with iFetcher, and a warm start.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
First, we compared the application launch and loading times of five applications (Firefox, Eclipse, PoE, Civ 5, and Android Studio) in three scenarios: cold starts with and without iFetcher and a warm start. A warm start is equivalent to an ideal prefetching process, in which all the correct blocks are already loaded at the start. Fig. 7 illustrates the effect of iFetcher on application launch and data loading times. In ten iterative runs of each application, we see that iFetcher reduces the cold start launch times by 0.3% (PoE) to 40.7% (Firefox), and the run-time loading times by 1.5% (PoE) to 9% (Civ 5). On average, iFetcher reduces launch times by 3.9% and loading times by 6.2%. Table. 3 shows the number of read requests monitored at the block I/O layer of the Linux kernel during the execution of the five applications. In the execution of the applications using iFetcher, the rate of read requests is reduced; the number of read requests reduces up to 32% (23% on average) when using iFetcher. This is due to merging adjacent small reads into a smaller number of large read requests, which leads to increased read throughput. Fig. 8 depicts how read throughput varies over time for the cold starts of four applications with and without iFetcher. For application launches, all four applications shown in Fig. 8 have a high initial throughput, and thereafter the throughput dramatically decreases owing to prefetching. Initially, iFetcher delays the execution of applications; this is because two log files (trigger_log and prefetch_log) must be loaded from the disk, triggers must be set using the inotify() function, and data associated with the launch must be prefetched into memory before starting the application. This is the primary reason for increased read throughput in cold start with iFetcher at the beginning of program execution in comparison with the cold start without iFetcher (marked as (1) in Fig. 8) . However, by caching all the launch-related data into the page cache in the memory, subsequent interrupts and disk reads can be avoided, and accordingly, the read throughput will be low after prefetching (marked as (2) in Fig. 8 ). Launch delay in cold start with iFetcher, which corresponds to the sum of (1) and (2), reduces with the influence of this prefetching as compared to that without iFetcher (1'). It should also be noted that the initial high read throughput of iFetcher also results from the effect of merging read requests, in the manner described in Section IV, and this, in conjunction with prefetching, also reduces application launch time.
The bursts of reads after launch are associated with loading of additional data on user requests (e.g., between 16 and 17 s in Fig. 8c , and 53 and 67 s in Fig. 8d ), which is common in game applications. There is an idle period corresponding to the time spent for I/O before each burst ((3) in Fig. 8c and, (3) and (4) in Fig. 8d ), which allows prefetching of a lot of data that was originally supposed to be loaded during the period marked as (4') in Fig. 8c and (5') in Fig. 8d ).
We can observe that this results in fewer read requests but increases read requests from the disk. While running PoE, iFetcher reduces the number of read requests occurring between 16 and 27 s in Fig. 8c after the launch because the data to be read in that time interval has already been prefetched into the page cache during the interval between 12 and 14 s. A similar pattern can be observed when running Civ 5, as illustrated in Fig.8d : iFetcher prefetches the data between 43 and 45 s that was originally supposed to be subsequently accessed between 53 and 67 s. Consequently, the delay required to load the data from the disk during run time in a cold start with iFetcher is effectively reduced (i.e., (4)<(4') and (5)<(5')). Regarding Android Studio and Eclipse applications, iFetcher only acted as a launch booster because no run-time data loading from the disk was required after launch.
It should be noted that not all read-related information can be collected during a training run because the iFetcher profiler only monitors the disk reads that are associated with three common read-related functions: read(), fread(), and mmap(). The disk reads by other functions remain undetected and the data associated with those reads is not prefetched by iFetcher. That is the major reason for performing disk accesses after prefetching; this results in relatively low throughput in the intervals (2), (4), and (5) in Fig. 8 .
All these results clearly demonstrate that iFetcher works suitably and effectively to reduce both launch and loading times.
VII. CONCLUSION
Data prefetching is a widely employed technique for masking disk-access latency because data that are likely to be accessed from storage devices soon are loaded into the main memory prior to their actual access. This study introduced a user-level disk prefetching framework, called iFetcher, which monitors the disk access requests by a target application at specific times with a low overhead. We implemented a prototype of iFetcher in Linux and conducted a comprehensive evaluation on SSDs using a wide range of data-intensive applications and benchmarks. The prototype was able to improve application launch times by up to 41%, and the run-time loading by up to 9%.
There could be a potential doubt which might be raised about iFetcher; if I/O patterns change after the training stage, iFetcher may not work well at the run-time stage. There are three points we want to mention to justify our method. First, all the previous literature and existing prefetchers built in conventional OSes (e.g., FAST [1] , Windows prefetcher [7] , GSoC prefetch [8] , Preload [16] , and Intel Turbo Cache [38] ) are based on the fact that I/O patterns during application launch/loading do not vary too much over time. Second, prefetchers working at the disk I/O level may be affected by buffer cache contents, which would not guarantee the same I/O patterns over time; iFetcher works on the upper layer of the buffer cache and instead collects file-level information to eliminate the uncertainty of I/O patterns. Third, it is actually possible that during the training stage, diverse disk I/Os from many different applications can be mixed up and thus confuse the training process of prefetcher. Existing research such as FAST [1] and C-Miner [30] took a conservative approach where they collected only common disk I/O patterns after repeating the same application many times. In contrast, iFetcher utilizes library preloading to monitor only disk I/Os generated from a target application.
There are also several limitations of iFetcher that need to be addressed in the future. The current version of iFetcher does not perform optimally owing to incomplete data collection. Data profiling based on inotify while detecting changes in the proc/[pid]/maps file is not possible because the proc file system is not an actual file system based on inodes. Instead, our profiler periodically references /proc/[pid]/maps to gather file-mapping information; however, mapping within a very short time cannot be collected. The profiler can distinguish newly updated mapping information after each period. However, data that is mapped and released during a single cycle is not detected. Of course, we could reduce the monitoring cycle to collect such data; however, reducing the cycle time involves a clear tradeoff between the accuracy of data collection and its overhead.
It is possible to implement a more flexible prefetcher by taking the correlation between prefetching triggers into account. This would enable iFetcher to identify the flow of an application. If the data to be prefetched can be predicted by considering the flow of an application when it runs, then iFetcher will be able to follow the application behavior more smoothly and perform more accurate prefetching.
